**CASES Equipment Cases**
Each mobility case is custom designed and constructed to securely hold specific equipment combinations. Cases offer features that include:

- Die-cut foam to protect equipment during transit
- High-quality ball bearings, smooth-rolling wheels
- Full-swivel, locking, and removable casters* 
- Recessed handles to protect handles during transit
- Recessed latches for secure transport
- Low-profile design to fit through standard doorways and into elevators

*Product transport cases and mobility package cases only.

**Product transport cases**

- **CASE-TS1**: Holds the TS-1 NSA-listed hard drive degauser
- **CASE-25SSD**: Holds SPACESAVER compliance package or DDM-25SSD package
- **CASE-FLASHPRO**: Holds the FLASHPRO solid-state destroyer

**MIL SPEC product-shipping cases**

- **CASE-SSD1**: Holds the SSD-1 solid-state destroyer
- **CASE-PD4**: Holds the PD-4 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer
- **CASE-HD2XIC**: Holds the HD-2XT hard drive degauser and IRONCLAD
- **CASE-HD3S**: Holds the HD-3WXL hard drive degauser.
- **CASE-PD5SSD**: Holds the PD-5 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer and SSD-1 solid-state destroyer

**Mobility package cases**

- **CASE-DDM14**: Holds the TS-1 NSA-listed degauser and PD-4 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer
- **CASE-DDM15SSDIC**: Holds the TS-1 NSA-listed degauser, PD-5 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer, SSD-1 solid-state destroyer, and IRONCLAD
- **CASE-DDM34**: Holds the HD-3WXL degauser and PD-4 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer
- **CASE-DDM35SSDIC**: Holds the HD-3WXL degauser, PD-5 NSA-listed hard drive destroyer, SSD-1 solid-state destroyer, and IRONCLAD

**ACCESSORIES**
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